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SEQUENTIAL HOMOGENIZATION OF REACTIVE TRANSPORT IN
POLYDISPERSE POROUS MEDIA∗

SVYATOSLAV KORNEEV† AND ILENIA BATTIATO†‡

Abstract. Direct numerical simulations of flow and transport in porous media are computation-
ally prohibitive due to the disparity between the typical scale at which processes are well understood
(e.g., the pore-scale) and the scale of interest (the system- or field-scale). Homogenization approaches
overcome some of the difficulties of full pore-scale simulations by providing an upscaled representa-
tion of fine-scale processes. Real porous systems, e.g., rocks, pose additional challenges since they
usually exhibit multimodal distributions in physical and chemical properties. Perforated domains,
i.e., domains with impermeable inclusions embedded in a porous matrix, represent one such example.
These hierarchical media cannot be approached by a single continuum formulation. Sequential ho-
mogenization techniques build a hierarchy of effective equations that sequentially carry the smallest
scale information through the intermediate scales up to the macroscale. The advantage of sequen-
tial upscaling in handling multimodal distribution in physical and chemical properties lies in its
computational efficiency compared to one-step homogenization: the information about smaller-scale
heterogeneity is incorporated in the subsequent scales in terms of effective media properties. Yet,
existence of one or multiple intermediate scales can significantly decrease the accuracy of multiscale
formulations. We show that the accuracy of multiscale methods based on sequential upscaling is
strongly influenced by a combination of geometric and dynamical scale separation conditions. In
particular, we investigate under which conditions sequential homogenization of reactive solute trans-
port in geometrically and chemically heterogeneous porous domains composed of bidisperse cylinders
can accurately describe pore-scale processes. We show that under appropriate conditions, expressed
in terms of Péclet and Damköhler numbers and a scales separation parameter, the sequential up-
scaling method has second-order accuracy. We compare sequential upscaling results with the direct
solution of the fully resolved pore-scale problem.
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1. Introduction. Direct numerical simulations of flow and transport in porous
media with a complex hierarchy of scales can be computationally prohibitive, even
for modern computational infrastructures. Since detailed physical models are usually
well established at the smallest scale, while the scale of practical interest is often
the largest one, direct simulations are practically impossible for systems with a wide
span of spatial and temporal scales distribution. Multiscale methods [15, 23, 20, 6,
and references therein] overcome these challenges by restricting the solution of the
microscale problem to a subset of the entire domain, while across-scale coupling is
ensured either numerically or analytically. Some examples of multiscale techniques
include homogenization methods [18], multiscale finite element methods (MsFEMs)
[14], generalized finite element methods (GFEMs) [9], and heterogeneous multiscale
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methods (HMMs) [20].
The key objective of any multiscale method of transport in porous media is to

capture the macroscopic behavior of the solution by means of a localization approx-
imation [20]. The latter allows one to determine effective (macroscopic) coefficients
by solving a closure microscopic problem locally over a small computational domain.
Two critical components of the closure problem are the size of the computational
domain (here referred to as “unit cell”) over which the microscale problem is solved
(relative to the typical dimensionless size of heterogeneities ε) and the formulation of
appropriate boundary conditions at the edges of the microscale domain. The scale
separation parameter ε � 1 is defined as the ratio between micro- and macroscopic
characteristic length scales (or, alternatively, between the characteristic sizes of the
microscopic structure and macroscopic domain). The homogenization limit exists if
the upscaled solution converges to the averaged pore-scale solution as ε → 0. From
a computational standpoint, it is generally preferable to reduce the size of the mi-
croscale problem to curb the computational costs associated with fine-scale resolution.
Yet, this may be challenging or not possible altogether in porous media which exhibit
heterogeneity on a multiplicity of scales due, e.g., to grain polydispersity. Many nu-
merical studies have investigated how the accuracy of the continuum approximation
is affected by both cell size and boundary conditions for any fixed scale separation
parameter ε [34, 13, 7]. Alternatively, one could identify the conditions under which
micro- and macroscale equations are decoupled; i.e., the closure problem solved on a
unit cell is independent of macroscale quantities.

The condition ε � 1 is generally considered sufficient to ensure that scales are
well separated. This is the requirement common to many multiscale schemes. How-
ever, many studies have shown that additional dynamic conditions must be satisfied.
In addition to geometrical constraints, the upscaling of advective-diffusive transport
equations requires additional constraints on the magnitude of relevant dimensionless
numbers. Micro- and macroscale transport become coupled at high Péclet numbers:
this renders the upscaling difficult or even impossible [8]. Similar constraints are de-
rived by Pavliotis [26] in the context of turbulent transport with mean flow. The
author shows that upscaling is possible only when the strength of the mean flow is
smaller than that of fluctuations. If the transport problem includes chemical reac-
tions, the upscaling is complicated by strong cross-scale interactions between flow,
diffusion, and reactions. Recently, it was shown that upscaling of such a problem re-
quires additional conditions on the reactivity of the system [10, 11]. Neglecting such
conditions undermines the accuracy of any numerical multiscale method.

Modeling of real heterogeneous porous systems, e.g., rocks, poses additional chal-
lenges since they usually exhibit multimodal distributions in physical and chemical
properties. As a result, such hierarchical media cannot be approached by a sin-
gle continuum formulation [29], and, generally, a nonlocal continuous dynamic arises
[24, 28, 27]. Existence of one or multiple intermediate scales can significantly decrease
the accuracy of multiscale formulations [23], except when fine scales possess a low en-
ergy spectrum [23]. Whenever the energy is distributed uniformly across multiple
scales, two different approaches can be employed. The first approach consists in per-
forming the expansion with respect to the smallest scale, while the entire domain is
decomposed in mesoscale unit cells which include all microscale heterogeneities. This
approach has very low computational efficiency for a highly heterogeneous system,
since the closure problem (or the microscale problem) has to resolve all subgrid oscil-
lations. We refer to this approach as single/one-step upscaling. The second method
is referred to as sequential or reiterated homogenization [16, 22]. Sequential homog-
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enization can be performed through sequential multiple-scale expansions. Sequen-
tial homogenization techniques build a hierarchy of effective equations that sequen-
tially carry the smallest scale information through the intermediate scales up to the
macroscale. The advantage of sequential upscaling relative to the one-step approach
lies in its computational efficiency: a microscopic homogeneous domain is resolved for
every relevant intermediate scale; the information about smaller-scale heterogeneity
is incorporated in the subsequent scales in terms of effective media properties. Flow
and transport in media with hierarchical heterogeneity has been thoroughly studied,
particularly in the context of physically heterogeneous porous media, i.e., media with
permeability contrast. Winter et al. advocate the use of sequential homogenization for
heterogeneous composite (statistically inhomogeneous) media, albeit in the stochastic
setting [31, 32, 33]. Differently from such classical works, we focus on the study of
media that exhibit (statistically homogeneous) polydispersity (specifically bidisper-
sity) at the pore-scale. One such example is given, e.g., by paraconglomerates, where
impermeable pebbles are supported by fine grains which form a tight matrix. These
systems are often referred to as “perforated” domains, i.e., domains with impermeable
inclusions. Perforated domains differ from media with double/multiple (nonzero) per-
meability since the zero-permeability limit is singular [25], and alternative upscaling
approaches from the pore- to the continuum-scale must be employed to obtain the
effective properties of the medium. Sequential upscaling techniques represent a viable
alternative to obtain transport coefficients at the macroscale. Lee and Engquist [21]
proposed a sequential HMM to upscale advective-diffusive transport in shear flows
with zero mean flow velocity. Sequential techniques were successfully developed for
MsFEMs [20] and the method of homogenization [19] as well. Despite differences in
their mathematical formulation, all these methods share the same requirement that
scales must be geometrically separated, i.e., εi � 1 for each couple (i− 1, i) of subse-
quent scales. Yet, the investigation of the dynamic conditions under which single- or
multilevel homogenization can be performed has been generally overlooked, and an
analysis of the impact of hierarchical pore-scale heterogeneity on homogenizability of
nonlinear pore-scale phenomena is lacking.

We identify both geometric and dynamic conditions that guarantee scale separa-
tion and numerically study their impact on the upscaling approximation. We focus
on two-scale perforated porous media, i.e., media with impermeable inclusions em-
bedded inside a permeable matrix, with both physical (i.e., grain size distribution)
and chemical (i.e., reaction rate coefficients) heterogeneity over two scales. In par-
ticular, we show that appropriate bounds on Damköhler and Peclét numbers need
to be satisfied for the sequential upscaling to converge with second-order accuracy to
one-step homogenization. These findings highlight the importance of satisfying appro-
priate dynamic conditions, in addtion to the more classical geometric scale separation
condition, to preserve the accuracy of any numerical multiscale scheme.

In section 2 we start with the problem formulation and define the geometry of the
domain, the pore-scale flow and transport equations, as well as their dimensionless
formulation. In section 3, we discuss the single-step and sequential homogenization
approaches and identify the applicability conditions sufficient to guarantee that the
two-step upscaled equation represents the one-step homogenized model with second-
order accuracy. In section 4, we perform numerical simulations of the flow and trans-
port closure problems in both one- and two-step homogenization. We show that the
sequential homogenization provides sufficient accuracy when the length scales are well
separated, and specific constraints on the dimensionless Damköhler and Peclét num-
bers are met. To verify the latter, we perform full pore-scale transport simulations for
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a bidisperse porous medium composed of arrays of micro-
and mesoscale cylinders with different surface reactivities. The figure shows the full domain and the
unit cells at each scale.

different values of Damköhler and Peclét numbers. In section 5 we finalize the results
from previous sections.

2. Problem formulation.

2.1. Geometry. Consider a two-dimensional (2D) heterogeneous porous do-
main Ω̂ made of a periodic array of bisized impermeable cylinders (see Figure 1).
While we choose a 2D geometry as an illustrative example, extensions to three di-
mensions are straightforward. The domain can be decomposed in two subdomains Ω̂I

and Ω̂II with characteristic length scales l̂I and l̂II, respectively, such that Ω̂ = Ω̂I∪ Ω̂II

and l̂I � l̂II � L, where L is the size of Ω̂. We will refer to scales l̂I and l̂II as the
micro- and the mesoscale, respectively.

The domain Ω̂ is obtained as a collection of repeating unit cells Ŷ = B̂∪Ĝ, where B̂
is the pore space and Ĝ the solid obstacles. They are separated by the smooth surface
Γ̂ = Σ̂I∪Σ̂II, where Σ̂I and Σ̂II are the total surface area of the microscale and mesoscale
cylinders, respectively. The total pore-space B̂ε =

⋃
B̂ forms a multiconnected pore-

space domain bounded by the smooth surface Γ̂ε = Σ̂εI∪Σ̂εII. Similarly, the subdomains
Ω̂I and Ω̂II can be decomposed in a collection of spatially periodic unit cells ŶI = B̂I∪ĜI

and ŶII = B̂II ∪ ĜII, where B̂I and B̂II are the pore space, and ĜI and ĜII are the solid
obstacles separated by the smooth surfaces Γ̂I and Γ̂II, respectively.

2.2. Pore-scale governing equations. The pore-space B̂ε is fully saturated
with an incompressible fluid with dynamic viscosity ν̂. Its steady state flow at low
Reynolds number is governed by the Stokes equations subject to the no-slip boundary
condition on the solid-liquid interfaces,

(1) ν̂∇̂2v̂ − ∇̂p̂ = 0, ∇̂ · v̂ = 0, x̂ ∈ B̂ε, v̂ = 0, x̂ ∈ Γ̂ε,
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with v̂ (x̂) the fluid velocity and p̂ the dynamic pressure. The concentration of a
dissolved solute undergoing a heterogeneous nonlinear reaction on the liquid-solid
interface Γ̂ε obeys an advection-diffusion equation

(2)
∂ĉ

∂t
+ v̂ · ∇̂ĉ = ∇̂ · (D̂∇̂ĉ), x̂ ∈ B̂ε,

subject to [10, eq. (4)]

− n · D̂∇̂ĉ = k̂I (ĉa − c̄a) , x̂ ∈ Σ̂εI ,(3)

− n · D̂∇̂ĉ = k̂II (ĉa − c̄a) , x̂ ∈ Σ̂εII,(4)

where D̂ is molecular diffusion, k̂I and k̂II are the reaction rates on the surface of the
micro- and mesoscale obstacles, respectively, and c̄a is an equilibrium concentration.

2.3. Dimensionless formulation. Let us introduce the dimensionless variables

(5) c =
ĉ

c̄
, x =

x̂

L
, v =

v̂

U
, D =

D̂

D
, p =

p̂l̂2I
ν̂UL

,

where D and U are characteristic values of pore-scale diffusion and flow velocity. Here,
the pressure term is scaled so as to balance the viscous term at the pore-scale [22].
We define four time scales associated with diffusion (t̂D), advection (t̂A), and reaction
on the micro- and mesoscales I and II (t̂RI and t̂RII),

(6) t̂D =
L2

D
, t̂A =

L

U
, t̂RI =

L

k̂Ic̄a−1
, t̂RII =

L

k̂IIc̄a−1
.

Ratios between these time scales define the dimensionless Damköhler (DaI = t̂D/t̂RI

and DaII = t̂D/t̂RII) and Péclet
(
Pe = t̂D/t̂A

)
numbers,

(7) DaI =
Lk̂Ic̄

a−1

D
, DaII =

Lk̂IIc̄
a−1

D
, and Pe =

UL

D
.

Also, we define the separation of scale parameters

(8) εI =
l̂I
L

and εII =
l̂II
L

with εI < εII � 1. Using (5) and scaling time with t̂A, the flow and transport equations
(1)–(4) can be cast in dimensionless form

(9) ε2I∇2v −∇p = 0, ∇ · v = 0, x ∈ Bε, v = 0, x ∈ Γε,

and

(10)
∂c

∂t
+∇ · (−D∇c+ Pevc) = 0, x ∈ Bε,

subject to

(11)
−n ·D∇c = DaI (ca − 1) , x ∈ ΣεI ,

−n ·D∇c = DaII (ca − 1) , x ∈ ΣεII.

In the following section, the upscaling of the pore-scale equations (9)–(11) is presented.
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3. Homogenization. Homogenization aims to derive effective equations for pore-
scale state variables averaged over a representative volume or unit cell. The homoge-
nized (macroscale) equation is obtained by expanding pore-scale quantities in power
series in terms of a perturbation parameter. The derivation of homogenized equations
for systems with heterogeneity on two scales εI and εII can be conducted in one or two
steps.

In one-step homogenization, the domain is decomposed in repeating unit cells Y
of size εII constituted of micro- and mesoscale cylinders (see Figure 1). The local
averages of a pore-scale quantity A(x, t) are defined as

(12) 〈A〉 ≡ 1

|B|yI

ˆ
B(x)

AdyI and 〈A〉Γ ≡
1

|Γ|yI

ˆ
Γ(x)

AdyI,

where yI = x/εI ∈ B(x) is a fast space variable, |B|yI
is the pore-space volume of Y

normalized by yI, and |Γ|yI
is the rescaled surface of the liquid-solid boundaries in

the unit cell. Furthermore, the pore-scale quantities are represented as A(x, t) −→
A(x,yI, t) and approximated by the asymptotic series

(13) A(x,yI, t) =

∞∑
m=0

εmI Am(x,yI, t),

where Am(x,yI, t) are Y -periodic in yI.
The continuum-scale model describes the pore-scale dynamics with an accuracy

defined by the truncation error of the power series rather than by the averaging
procedure over the unit cell.

The method of sequential homogenization consists of forward iterations of one-
step homogenization from the smallest scale εI to the largest scale εII. The unit cells
for the first and second homogenization steps are YI and Y II, respectively. The local
averages on each scale are defined as

(14) 〈A〉
I
≡ 1

|BI|yI

ˆ
BI(x)

AdyI and 〈A〉ΓI
≡ 1

|ΓI|yI

ˆ
ΓI(x)

AdyI,

(15) 〈A〉
II
≡ 1

|BII|yII

ˆ
BII(x)

AdyII and 〈A〉ΓII
≡ 1

|ΓII|yII

ˆ
ΓII(x)

AdyI,

where yI = x/εI ∈ BI(x) and yII = x/εII ∈ BII(x) are the fast variables. Here, |BI|yI

and |BII|yII
are the rescaled pore-space volumes, and |ΓI|yI

, and |ΓII|yII
are the rescaled

surface of the solid-liquid interfaces ΓI and ΓII in YI and YII, respectively. Variables
at each scale are represented as follows:

(16) AI(x,yI, t) =

∞∑
m=0

εmI Am,I(x,yI, t),

(17) AII(x,yII, t) =

∞∑
m=0

εmII Am,II(x,yII, t),

where A is a dummy variable.
Compared to one-step homogenization, sequential homogenization is less accurate

since, in addition to the truncation error, it introduces a new error related to the
quasi-periodicity of porous matrix at scale εI, where periodicity breaks down at the
boundary of the mesoscale obstacles (see Figure 2). In the following section we present
the upscaling results of one- and two-step homogenization.
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3.1. One-step homogenization. The upscaling of the Stokes equations (9)
from the pore-scale to the continuum-scale has been widely studied [8, 17, 19, and
references therein]. These studies demonstrated that, for porous media with constant
porosity, Darcy’s law and the continuity equations for the averaged flow velocity

(18) 〈v0〉 = −K · ∇xp0, ∇ · 〈v0〉 = 0, x ∈ Ω,

provide an effective representation of Stokes equations. In (18), v0 and p0 are the
leading order terms in the expansion (13) for the pore-scale velocity and pressure,
K = 〈k (yI)〉 is the permeability tensor, and k (yI) is a closure variable. The latter is
defined as the solution of the following closure problem:

(19) ∇2
yI

k + I−∇yIa = 0, ∇yI · k = 0, yI ∈ B,

subject to nonslip boundary condition k (yI) = 0 for yI ∈ Γ. The vector a is a
Y -periodic function and satisfies the condition 〈a〉 = 0.

Spatially homogeneous reaction rates. Before discussing the upscaling of the re-
active transport equations for a porous medium with chemically heterogeneous ob-
stacles, we present results for the homogeneous case. This will be used as a reference
to derive the applicability conditions of continuum-scale models for transport with
spatially heterogeneous reaction rates.

The homogenization of the pore-scale reactive transport equations (10)–(11) where
DaI = DaII = Da leads to an effective advection-dispersion-reaction equation (ADRE)
that approximates pore-scale transport with second order accuracy O

(
ε2I
)

(20)
∂ 〈c̃〉
∂t

= ∇ · (D?∇〈c̃〉 − Pe 〈c̃〉 〈ṽ〉)−DaK? (〈c̃〉a − 1) , x ∈ Ω,

provided the following constraints are met [10]:

1. εI � 1,
2. Pe < ε−2

I ,
3. Da/Pe < εI,
4. Da < 1.

Constraint 1 is the classical scale-separation condition, and constraints 2, 3, and 4
guarantee that the system is well mixed at the pore-scale. In (20), 〈c̃〉 = 〈c0〉+ εI 〈c1〉
and 〈ṽ〉 = 〈v0〉+ εI 〈v1〉 are the first-order expansions of the pore-scale concentration
and flow velocity. The averaged flow velocity 〈ṽ〉 can be calculated as a solution of
Darcy’s equation (18). The truncation error of (18) is zero for a periodic domain, i.e.,
v = v0 = ṽ. Further, K? is the effective reaction rate constant defined as

(21) K? =
|Γ|yI

εI |B|yI

,

and D? is the dispersion tensor given by

(22) D? = 〈D (I +∇yI
χ)〉+ εIPe 〈v ⊗ χ〉 .

The closure variable χ (yI) has zero mean, 〈χ (yI)〉 = 0, and it is defined as the
solution of the local problem

(23) −∇yI · [D (∇yIχ + I)] + εIPev∇yIχ = εIPe (〈v〉 − v) , yI ∈ B,

subject to

(24) n ·D (∇yI
χ + I) = 0, yI ∈ Γ,

where v = −k · ∇xp0 and p0 is a solution of Darcy’s equation (18).
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Spatially heterogeneous reaction rates. The upscaling of the transport equation
in the presence of spatially heterogeneous reaction rates is technically similar to that
of chemically homogeneous porous media. Let us define Pe and Da numbers in terms
of εI and εII:

(25) Pe = εαI
I = εαII

II , DaI = εβI
I , DaII = εβII

II .

We also introduce the ratio between length scales

(26) εI = εγII,

where γ defines the separation of length scales. Here, we give just a sketch of the
derivation (see [10] for technical details related the chemically homogeneous case).
The effective reaction term is given as the surface integral R with respect to yI of the
pore-scale reaction term over the total boundary Γ = ΣI∪ΣII normalized by the total
volume of the cell’s empty space |B|yI

,

R =
1

|B|yI

ˆ
ΣI

DaI(1− ca0)dyI +
1

|B|yI

ˆ
ΣII

DaII(1− ca0)dyI

= (1− 〈c0〉a)

(
|ΣI|yI

|B|yI

DaI +
|ΣII|yI

|B|yI

DaII

)
,(27)

where |ΣI|yI
and |ΣII|yI

are the total surface of pore- and mesoscale obstacles, respec-
tively. Cell volume and surface areas scale as

(28) |ΣI|yI
= |ΓI|yI

|B|yI

|BI|yI

, |ΣII|yI
≈ εII

εI
|ΓII|yII

|B|yII

|BII|yII

, |B|yI
=

(
εII
εI

)2

|B|yII
,

where |B|yI
/ |BI|yI

is the number of the microscale unit cells inside the mesoscale unit
cell and |B|yII

/ |BII|yII
is the porosity of the porous matrix.

Combining (28) with (27) leads to

(29) R ≈ (1− 〈c0〉a)

(
|ΓI|yI

|BI|yI

DaI +
εI
εII

|ΓII|yII

|BII|yII

DaII

)
.

Finally, (29) is divided by εI, and the effective equation takes the form

(30)
∂ 〈c̃〉
∂t

= ∇ · (D?∇〈c̃〉 − Pe 〈c̃〉 〈v〉)− (DaIK?I + DaIIK?II) (〈c̃〉a − 1) , x ∈ Ω,

where

(31) K?I =
|ΓI|yI

εI |BI|yI

and K?II =
|ΓII|yII

εII |BII|yII

.

In order to ensure that scales are well separated, i.e., that the solution of the local
problem is independent from the global field, additional conditions on the order of
magnitude of both Damköhler and Peclét numbers need to be satisfied. Specifically,

(32) Pe < ε−2
I and Pe < ε−2

II ,

(33) DaI/Pe < εI and DaII/Pe < εII,
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and

(34) DaI < 1 and DaII < 1,

where the first two sets of inequalities provide constraints on separation of the local
problem (23) from the global dynamic, while the second set ensures that global field
quantities do not affect the boundary conditions of the local problem (24). All these
conditions have to be satisfied concurrently.

3.2. Sequential homogenization. Sequential homogenization consists in ap-
plying homogenization over scales I and II sequentially. As a result, the upscaled
equations obtained from sequential homogenization represent an approximation of
the macroscale equations determined from single-step homogenization. Here, we pro-
vide the main results of sequential homogenization for flow and heterogeneous reactive
transport. An example of the rigorous procedure is provided in [22].

The first step consists in upscaling flow and transport at scale I, i.e., over the unit
cell YI. The upscaling of flow over YI leads to Darcy’s equation, i.e.,

(35) 〈v〉
I

= −KI · ∇xp0, ∇ · 〈v〉
I

= 0, x ∈ ΩI, n · 〈v〉
I

= 0, x ∈ ΓII,

where KI = 〈kI (yI)〉I is the permeability tensor and the local problem is defined as

(36) ∇2
yI

kI + I−∇yI
aI = 0, ∇yI

· kI = 0,

subject to

(37) yI ∈ BI, kI = 0, yI ∈ ΓI.

The transport equation after the first step takes the form

(38)
∂ 〈c̃〉

I

∂t
= ∇ · (D?

I∇〈c̃〉I − Pe 〈c̃〉
I
〈v〉

I
)−DaIK?I (〈c̃〉a

I
− 1) , x ∈ ΩII,

subject to

(39) − n ·D?
I∇〈c̃〉I = DaII (〈c̃〉a

I
− 1) , x ∈ ΓII,

where 〈c̃〉
I

= 〈c0,I〉I + εI 〈c1,I〉I and D?
I and K?I are defined by

(40) D?
I = 〈D (I +∇yI

χI)〉I + εIPe 〈vI ⊗ χI〉I

and (31), respectively. The closure variable χI is defined by the solution of the local
problem

(41) −∇yI
· [D (∇yI

χI + I)] + εIPevI∇yI
χI = εIPe (〈vI〉I − vI) , yI ∈ BI,

subject to

(42) n ·D (∇yIχI + I) = 0, yI ∈ ΓII,

where vI = −kI · ∇xp0 is a solution of the local problem (36). In the following step,
homogenization is performed for the Darcy flow past the mesoscale obstacles ΩII over
the unit cell YII. After the second homogenization step, Darcy’s equation takes the
form

(43) 〈v〉
II

= −KII · ∇xp0, ∇ · 〈v〉
II

= 0, x ∈ Ω,
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of two types of pore-scale unit cells. Green cells are quasi-
periodic cells, where the closure problem is solved, while red cells are nonperiodic cells, where the
periodicity of the porous matrix breaks down.

where KII = 〈KI (∇yII
kII (yII) + I)〉

II
is the “renormalized” permeability tensor, de-

fined by the local problem

(44) −∇yII · [KI (∇yIIkII + I)] = 0,

subject to

(45) n ·KI (∇yII
kII + I) = 0, yII ∈ ΓII.

The effective transport equation is

(46)
∂ 〈c̃〉

II

∂t
= ∇·(D?

II∇〈c̃〉II − Pe 〈c̃〉
II
〈v〉

II
)−(DaIK?I + DaIIK?II) (〈c̃〉a

II
− 1) , x ∈ Ω,

where 〈c̃〉
II

= 〈c0,II〉II + εII 〈c1,II〉II, and K?II is given by (31). The dispersion tensors
and D?

II are

(47) D?
II = 〈D?

I (I +∇yIIχII)〉II + εIIPe 〈vII ⊗ χII〉II ,

where vII = −kII · ∇xp0 and the closure variable χII is defined as the solution of the
closure problem over the unit cell YII,
(48)
−∇yII · [D?

I (∇yIIχII + I)] + εIIPevII∇yIIχII = εIIPe (〈vII〉II − vII) , yII ∈ BII,

subject to

(49) n ·D?
I (∇yII

χII + I) = 0, yII ∈ ΓII.

The accuracy of (46) is O(ε2II) provided the applicability conditions are met at every
upscaling step. These conditions are discussed in section 3.2.1. It is worth noticing
that while the derivation is only formal, it can be numerically verified a posteriori, as
shown in section 4.

3.2.1. Applicability condition for sequential homogenization. The appli-
cability conditions of any given homogenized model define the range of dimensionless
parameters that guarantee that the macroscale model describes fine-scale processes
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with a prescribed accuracy (generally second-order in the separation of scale pa-
rameter). While such applicability conditions were originally derived for single-step
homogenization in terms of bounds on Da and Pe numbers [10, 11], they can be easily
extended to sequential homogenization, since all such constraints must be sequentially
satisfied at each upscaling step.

In addition to constraints on geometric scale separation between the pore-scale
and the macroscale (i.e., εI � 1), and the mesoscale and the macroscale (i.e., εII � 1),
an appropriate scale separation between scales I and II must be satisfied; i.e., an
additional condition, expressed in terms of the exponent γ, exists. Such a condition
accounts for the additional error in sequential homogenization originating from the
quasi-periodicity of the porous matrix Ω, where the nonperiodic unit cells are located
at the boundary of mesoscale obstacles (see Figure 2). The error associated to lack of
periodicity Enp scales with the number Nnp of nonperiodic unit cells on the boundary
of the mesoscale objects, where Nnp ∼ εI/εII, i.e.,

(50) Enp ∼
εI
εII
.

The requirement that such an error be less than the truncation error of the effective
transport equation (46) E = O(ε2II) leads to the condition

(51) Enp . E or
εI
εII

. ε2II,

which is satisfied if

(52) γ & 3.

Condition (52) also decouples pore-scale dispersion from mesoscale advection. If
Pe < 1/εI, the second term in (40) and (41) and the RHS of (41) become negligible;
i.e., transport at scale I is mainly diffusive, and dispersion at scale I is decoupled
from advection at scale II . This condition is always met since Pe < 1/ε2II < 1/εI when
(52) is satisfied.

In the following section we numerically verify the condition (52) by direct com-
parison between sequential and one-step solution of the closure problem for a range
of εI/εII values. Conditions (32)–(34) are verified by comparing full pore-scale simu-
lations with the solution of the homogenized equation.

4. Numerical validation. To verify the applicability conditions of sequential
homogenization, we perform a series of 2D numerical experiments. In the first set of
numerical simulations (section 4.1), we analyze the convergence rate of the sequential
closure problem to the one-step closure problem for different values of the ratio εI/εII.

In section 4.2, we verify the applicability conditions for the Da and Pe numbers
by comparing the fully resolved pore-scale problem with the upscaled model.

All simulations are run with the free open-source computational fluid dynamics
code OpenFOAM [5]. To optimize the simulations time, we consider flow and trans-
port through a porous medium Ωc composed of a single array of periodic unit cells Yc
(see Figure 3). We impose the nonslip and nonpenetration boundary conditions on
the top and bottom of the domain Ωc, and inlet and outlet boundary conditions on
the left and right boundaries, respectively. The ratio between the obstacle diameter
and the unit cell side is set to 0.3, and the resolution of the pore-scale unit cell is set
to 60 × 60 finite volume cells. The parameter a in the reactive boundary conditions
(11) is set to 1.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the computational domain and unit cells: (Top) entire
computational domain Ωc; (Bottom) unit cell Yc (left), unit cell Yc,I (middle), and unit cell Yc,II
(right).

Boundary conditions on the right and left boundaries of the periodic unit cells
Yc, Yc,I, and Yc,II at each scale (pore-scale, scale I, and scale II, respectively) are
periodic. The top and bottom boundaries of Yc,I and Yc,II are periodic and no-slip/no-
penetration, respectively (see Figure 3).

4.1. Geometric scales separation condition γ & 3. In order to test the
geometric scale separation condition γ & 3 and its impact on the accuracy of the
sequential homogenization approximation, we solve both the one-step ((19), (23), and
(24)) and sequential closure problems ((36) and (44) for permeability, and (41) and
(48) for the dispersion coefficient).

We consider different length scale ratios NI = εII/εI, with NI = {20, 25, 30, 40, 50,
60} and γ = 3; see (26). We then estimate the relative error between the sequential
and one-step solutions. We solve the closure problems for Pe = 0 and Pe = 15
corresponding to diffusion- and advection-dominated transport regimes, respectively.
To check the robustness of the solution, we use both low and high order finite volume
methods. The relative errors between permeability and dispersion coefficient obtained
from sequential and one-step homogenization for each scenario and for both high and
low order schemes are plotted in Figure 4. As predicted in the analysis presented in
section 3.2.1, the error is always bounded by the curve ε2II when γ = 3 and is always
greater than ε2II when γ = 2. It is worth noticing that the truncation error of the second
step of sequential homogenization is on the order of O

(
ε2II
)
. The error boundedness

supports the assumption that the leading-order error is inversely proportional to the
number of nonperiodic cells along the obstacles’ geometrical boundary and that such
an error is of the same order of magnitude as the truncation error of the asymptotic
expansion when γ = 3.

In Figure 5 we plot the solutions for the closure problem of the one-step homoge-
nization (left) and the second step of sequential homogenization (right). The solution
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Fig. 4. Relative error between the dispersion coefficient |D?
II −D?| /D? (green, grey, and orange

symbols) and the permeability tensor |KII −K| /KII (red and black symbols) calculated from sequential
and one-step homogenization for different values of (i) the length scale ratio εII/εI, (ii) the order of
the finite volume scheme (i.e., second and fourth), and (iii) the values of Peclét number (i.e., Pe = 0
and Pe = 15). Here, KII and K are the xx-components of the permeability tensor obtained from
sequential homogenization (at scale II) and one-step homogenization, respectively. Similarly, D?

II

and D? are the xx-components of the dispersion tensor from sequential homogenization (at scale II)
and one-step homogenization, respectively. The solid and dashed lines represent the curve ε2II when
γ = 3 and γ = 2, respectively; see (26). The circles and discs correspond to second- and fourth-
order finite volume discretization schemes, respectively.

of the sequential closure problem is the homogenization limit of the closure problem
in one-step homogenization.

The main advantage of sequential homogenization over one-step homogenization
is in the computational speedup and efficiency. For example, the computational grid in
one-step homogenization can be as much as three orders of magnitude larger compared
to the sequential homogenization requirements.

4.2. Dynamic conditions on Damköhler and Peclét numbers. To verify
the applicability conditions on Peclét and Damköhler numbers, we perform steady-
state pore-scale transport simulations. We consider four scenarios whose characteristic
parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The presence of heterogeneity raises the challenge of how to define an appropriate
Peclét number (or characteristic velocity) upon which the bounds (32)–(34) are based.
A priori there are multiple equivalent ways to define the characteristic velocity (or
Peclét number) in a heterogeneous system. For example, it could be selected as, e.g.,
the mode, the median, or the mean value of the flow velocity distribution. The latter
should be sufficiently narrow to be defined by one characteristic value.
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Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the closure variable, solution of the local problem for the transport
equation with Pe = 0 and εII/εI = 60, in the unit cell Yc rescaled to yI of the one-step closure problem
(left), and unit cell Yc,II rescaled to yII of the sequential closure problem (at scale II) (right).

Porous matrix only ΩI

Entire domainΩ

1 2 3 4 5
|v|

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

PDF(|v|)×|v|

Fig. 6. Weighted probability density function (wPDF) of the flow velocity. The wPDF is
weighted by the mass flux, where fluid density is set to 1. The wPDF is obtained from the solution
of the Stokes equation (10) either in the porous matrix ΩI (blue line) or in the entire domain Ω
(orange line). In both cases, the x-component of the average flow velocity is 1.

In Figure 6, we determine the velocity distribution weighted by the mass flux, or
the weighted probability density function (wPDF) [12] PDF(|v|) × |v|, for both the
full bidisperse domain Ω and the monodisperse porous matrix ΩI. As apparent from
Figure 6, the span of the wPDF for the bidisperse domain is wider than that for the
porous matrix. Yet, it is narrow enough to be described by a single characteristic
value. Finally, we choose the characteristic velocity to calculate the Peclét number by
setting to 1 the average flow velocity along the horizontal axis of the computational
domain Ωc. The global pressure gradient ∇xp0 is determined as ∇xp0 = 1/K where
K is the permeability.

In Figure 8, we show a comparison between the solution of the effective ADRE
(46) and the first-order reconstruction of the averaged pore-scale concentration, where
Cases 1 and 3 correspond to scenarios where the applicability conditions on dimen-
sionless numbers on each scale are met, while Cases 2 and 4 violate such conditions
at scale I and II, respectively. For each scenario, we estimate the relative error of
sequential homogenization, where the error is defined as the maximum difference be-
tween the first-order reconstruction of the cell averaged pore-scale solution and the
upscaled solution (see Table 1).
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Table 1
Parameter values for different test cases with εI = 0.008, εII = 0.2, γ = 3, and ε2II = 0.04. In

the table, 〈c〉 is the first-order reconstruction of the Yc cell averaged pore-scale solution and 〈c̃〉II is
the solution of (46). The dispersion tensor in (46) is calculated by sequential homogenization.

Case DaI DaII Pe max
[(
〈c〉 − 〈c̃〉II

)
/ 〈c〉

]
ε2II

1 0.05 0.5 15 0.027 0.04
2 0.3 0.5 15 0.099 0.04
3 0.001 0.1 1 0.021 0.04
4 0.001 2.0 1 0.080 0.04

Fig. 7. Steady-state pore-scale concentration profile for Case 1 of Table 1.

Since the numerical averaging of the pore-scale solution over a unit cell is a zero-
order approximation, we use a finite volumes (FV) first-order conservative total vari-
ation diminishing (TVD) reconstruction scheme in order to capture the second-order
accuracy necessary to quantify the upscaling error. The conservative property of the
scheme uniquely defines the position of the cell center (red dots in Figure (8)), while
the TVD property uniquely defines the total slope of the reconstructed solution (or-
ange line in Figure (8)), where the total variation of the reconstructed solution is
equal to the total variation of the upscaled solution.

The results are summarized in Table 1. As predicted by our theoretical analysis,
the error for Cases 1 and 3 is always bounded by ε2II, unlike for Cases 2 and 4, which
do not satisfy conditions (32)–(34). Figure 7 shows the example of the steady-state
pore-scale concentration distribution.

4.3. Technical details. All numerical simulations are run in OpenFOAM. The
mesh is prepared with snappyHexMesh, with standard sets of parameters [4]. Both the
Stokes equation (9) and the flow closure problem (19) and (36) are solved by simple-
Foam, with zero convection and an additional external constant forcing, respectively.
In sequential homogenization, the local flow problem for scale II (44) is solved through
laplacianFoam. The pore-scale transport equation (10) and local problems (23), (41),
and (48) are solved with scalarTransportFoam. For the low and high order simulations
we use first- and fourth-order spatial schemes, respectively, [2]. The discretized equa-
tions were solved by standard linear solvers [3]. Boundary conditions (11), (24), (39),
(45), and (49) were implemented through the extension groovyBC of the OpenFOAM
library swak4Foam [30]. We run OpenFOAM in parallel on Amazon Web Services
(AWS) compute-optimized EC2 36 core instance [1].

5. Conclusions. Sequential homogenization is a powerful approach to curbing
computational costs associated with upscaling of physically and chemically hetero-
geneous porous media. In this work, we focus on bidisperse porous media, and as
an illustrative example we consider a 2D domain composed of arrays of micro- and
mesoscale cylinders of dimensionless size εI � 1 and εII � 1 with εI � εII, respec-
tively. We show that conditions on geometric scale separation, i.e., εI . ε3II, and on
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Fig. 8. Comparison between the first-order reconstruction of the averaged pore-scale steady-
state concentration over the unit cell Yc (orange line) and the average concentration obtained as a
solution of the ADRE (46) (blue line) for Cases 1, 2, 3, and 4 of Table 1. The red dots show the
position of the center of the cell Yc as determined by the TVD scheme.

the order of magnitude of Damköhler and Peclét numbers, i.e., constraints (32)–(34),
must be met for the sequentially homogenized problem to converge with prescribed
accuracy to the upscaled solution. Such conditions guarantee that (i) the error due
to lack of periodicity in proximity of the mesoscale cylinders is bounded by the trun-
cation error of the asymptotic expansion, and (ii) the system is well mixed on both
the microscale and the mesoscale. We test the aforementioned conditions numerically
by comparing the solution of the closure problems in one-step and sequential homog-
enization methods with full pore-scale simulations of reactive transport past arrays of
bisized cylinders with heterogeneous reaction rates. The numerical simulations, run
in OpenFOAM, confirm that the conditions on scale separation and Damköhler and
Peclét numbers are sufficient to guarantee that the sequentially homogenized solu-
tion represents pore-scale processes within errors of order ε2II. These results highlight
that simple requirements on the length ratio between micro- and macroscales, e.g.,
εI � 1 and εII � 1, are not sufficient to guarantee that the upscaled system accu-
rately represents pore-scale processes. Also, the applicability conditions in sequential
homogenization can be useful in the development of multiscale methods for reactive
transport in heterogeneous porous media.
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